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Exactly 24 days ago I sent a certified letter to the General Prosecutor Anti-corruption
and the criminality of Spain in Madrid and until today I have not received any reply. The letter
was to report the theft of which I was targeted by the mayor of Toledo, the ex-mayor Mr.
José Manuel Molina, and his press office, who some years ago requested me by email and
through his cabinet press, true information about the entrances to the cave of Hercules in
order to "help me" and according to them, make the Cave of Hercules public, since it is
patrimony of the Toledan citizens and humanity. It would be and will be such a sensational
discovery that it will move the whole world and Toledo, attracting an abundance of unusual
tourism never known in Spain through the Cave of Hercules, although originally it was Cave
of Solomon, since it was made by King Solomon several thousand years ago with the
purpose of being taken out in the present day, with the Table of Solomon, the Chronovisor,
to confirm and reveal all the crimes of mankind. This will show the true history of humanity
from its very beginnings in Eden to the present day. This table is protected by an
indestructible Robot, which protects it from any theft or eventual capture.
After 40 years of constant struggles, before the courts, with all the verifiable
documentation, hundreds of documents with evidence, I sent 50 documents to the
Prosecutor against corruption and crime proving the veracity of the theft of my discovery
that the City Council of Toledo, I still have no answer, an answer that like these 40 years
ago never comes.
During these 40 years of long struggles I have obtained the support of thousands and
thousands of people from all over the world who call themselves the guerrillas of Alberto
Canosa. People who have conscience and good heart who are willing to support me to make
these discoveries public, so that humanity can see and know its true history.
Among these people are Mr. Santi Prado, computer technical collaborator and great
researcher, also Ms. Virtu Pontes Sanchez to which I gave her authorization to take in Spain
any measure with regards to the cave of Hercules in Toledo.
Mrs. Pontes called the city hall of Toledo on my behalf to request an appointment with
the mayor and this was denied, alleging that we had sent a threatening letter, which is false.
We only sent an envelope with some documents that proved the robbery which the city hall
of Toledo had done to me.

In view of these facts, Mrs. Pontes filed a complaint before the Civil Guard against
the city council, owing to lack of their obligations of public service, prevarication and insulting
acts against her.
Neither the report filed before the anti-corruption prosecutor and against the crime,
nor the denunciation of Ms. Pontes have had any answer.
Humanity can verify that they do not want to do justice to my person, nor do they want
to show humanity the reality with my great discovery, called the Cave of Hercules.
The media is being massively informed about my complaint before the prosecutor,
and there is no medium that has published these very serious acts against humanity and
against me.
Years ago, the same ones who stole my discovery, warned me that my name would
be prohibited in the media under duress and threats. They also threatened my lawyer, Mr.
Oscar Marín, to the point that he had to give up helping me.
I have in my conscience the regret of seeing how we could solve so many injustices,
like the robbery and sacrifice of children, the falseness of religions, the unemployment in
Spain, the misery created with the false history of humanity, showing the whole world this
discovery and they will not let me.
Faced with this situation and with the support of thousands of people who want to see
the true history of mankind, I have decided that:
Starting on the 1st of OCTOBER 2018, if I have not received a response from the
prosecutor, I will make a worldwide call for conscience, to collaborate with me taking the
Hercules Cave out to the public, without judicial authorization and without political
authorization, since they are those who do not let us make this public.
Judges, lawyers, police, Civil Guard, National Police, media and press, television
channels, all those with conscience and who want real justice in this world can contact me
to help in this war of conscience to liberate humanity of so much lie and injustice.
On the 1st of October 2018, I will make public this date. Those who are willing to
accompany me, please contact me. It has to be done cleaning in Spain, with proofs and not
with wars like the one which they seem to provoke.
Any person of conscience willing to really clean up Spain, can contact me through
the email and telephone numbers mentioned in this letter header. I will soon inform you
about the date, so that we all discover the Cave of Hercules to the whole world, the true
history of humanity. Under my conscience it is difficult not to remove it, due to the
prohibitions that I have had all my life. I will not allow it any longer, knowing the great benefits
that humanity would have, and the thousands of people all over the world who already claim
truth and justice above all for children.
I hope the collaboration of people of good will, who have enough of such injustice in
Spain and throughout the world.
A cordial greeting to everyone,

Alberto Canosa.

